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	PDFCreator 5.2.1 - Maintenance Release
We are excited to announce the latest update of PDFCreator, designed to streamline your PDF creation process and provide a more seamless user experience.Apart from performance improvements and fixing ...
	PDFCreator Server 3.2.0 is out
The PDFCreator Server 3.2.0 improves certain deployment scenarios.A very silent installation is now possible and adds the printer driver certificate without user interaction.Furthermore, PDFCreator Se...
	PDFCreator 5.2.0 is out
We at Avanquest pdfforge are starting the year with a new version of our PDFCreator.PDFCreator 5.2.0 improves the connectivity when creating emails....
	PDFCreator 5.1.2 is out
Elevating Security and Performance: Unveiling PDFCreator 5.1.2We're thrilled to introduce PDFCreator 5.1.2—a maintenance release that heightens security and streamlines performance. This version pri...
	Secure PDF files
One of the things that make PDF one of the most popular formats is its security aspect. You can encrypt your PDFs and secure them with a password, and you can even digitally sign PDF files. Read on to...
	Improving your workflow with PDF
For many people and businesses, creating PDF files means a lot more than converting a file to PDF. There are, for example, the possibilities to add a background to a PDF file, add a password to it or ...
	PDFCreator Server 3.1 is out
PDFCreator Server 3.1.0 is a maintenance release that focuses on improving the user tokens.The new version includes the possibility to use backslashes and other escapable characters as values for user...
	PDFCreator 5.1.1 - Maintenance Release
With PDFCreator 5.1.1 we introduce a maintenance release which fixes a random ApplicationExpection on parallel application starts of PDFCreator....
	User tokens in PDF files
User tokens can be a huge help and time saver if you print many documents of the same kind on a regular basis. They let you skip all interaction with your PDF converter by automatically filling in pre...
	The importance of PDF/A for long-term digital archiving
PDF/A is a special type of PDF designed specifically for long-term digital archiving and preservation of electronic documents. In today's digital world, where paper documents are being replaced by dig...

